Location-sensitive and motion-sensitive units are the two major functional types of 12 feedforward projections from lateral genicular nucleus (LGN) to primary visual cortex (V1) in 13 mouse. The distribution of these inputs in cortical depth remains under debate. By measuring 14 the calcium activities of LGN axons in V1 of awake mice, we systematically mapped their 15 functional and structural properties. Although both types distributed evenly across cortical 16 depth, we found that they differ significantly across multiple modalities. Compared to the 17 location-sensitive axons, which possessed confined spatial receptive fields, the motion-sensitive 18 axons lacked spatial receptive fields, preferred lower temporal, higher spatial frequencies and 19 had wider horizontal bouton spread. Furthermore, the motion-sensitive axons showed a strong 20 depth-dependent motion direction bias while the location-sensitive axons showed a depth-21 independent OFF dominance. Overall, our results suggest a new model of receptive biases and 22 laminar structure of thalamic inputs to V1.
Introduction 25
Parallel pathways along hierarchical processing stages are a prominent feature of early visual 26 systems in carnivores (Stone et al., 1979; Lennie, 1980) and primates (Nassi and Callaway, 27 2009), where structured thalamocortical projections from dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus 28 (LGN) to primary visual cortex (V1) serve as major inputs to cortical computations and shape 29 cortical single-cell response properties (e.g., orientation selectivity, Hubel and Wiesel, 1962; 30 Reid and Alonso, 1995) as well as the functional architecture at larger scale (Jin et al., 2011; 31 Kremkow et al., 2016) . 32
In recent years, the mouse visual system has become a popular model system to study visual 33 physiology. When compared with higher mammals, the mouse LGN shows more diverse 34 controversial, while one study found mouse layer 4 in V1 receives slightly less DS inputs than 46 layer 1 (Kondo et al., 2016) , another study showed layer 4 receives the same amount of DS 47 inputs as superficial layers (Sun et al., 2016) . 48
To investigate the spatial distributions of LGN inputs in V1, we used genetic and viral tools to 49 label mouse LGN neurons with calcium indicator and systematically measured the response 50
properties of their axon terminals in V1 at different depths. We show that the motion-sensitive 51 axons and location-sensitive axons represent two major functional types that differ significantly 52 in functional properties, spatial distribution, and axonal morphology, demonstrating that there 53 are at least two parallel thalamocortical pathways in mouse visual system. 54 55
Results

56
Selective labeling and functional imaging of LGN axons in V1 57
To image LGN axons in V1, we used the Vipr2-IRES2-Cre-neo transgenic mice. Crossing Vipr2-58 IRES2-Cre-neo mice with reporter line Ai14 drove tdTomato expression in the cells from LGN, 59 ventral posterolateral nucleus, ventral posteromedial nucleus of thalamus, suprachiasmatic 60 nucleus and central amygdala nucleus but not in the lateral posterior nucleus (LP) of thalamus 61 and cortex ( Figure 1A left, Allen Brain Atlas Transgenic Characterization Experiments: 62 576523754, 576524006, 577720920, 577721229). In V1, densely labeled axons were visible in 63 layer 1 through layer 4 ( Figure 1A right) . Among the tdTomato positive nuclei, only LGN projects 64 to V1, suggesting that the labeled axons in V1 were from LGN. To deliver calcium indicator for in 65 vivo imaging, we injected a mixture of AAV viruses containing Cre-dependent GCaMP6s and 66
Cre-independent mRuby3 directly into the LGN of Vipr2-IRES2-Cre-neo mice ( Figure 1B ). Three 67 weeks after injection, the somatic expression of GCaMP was restricted in LGN while mRuby was 68 expressed along the injection track through cortex and hippocampus ( Figure 1C left) . 69 Importantly, the axons from these LGN cells were also labeled with GCaMP throughout 70 superficial and middle layers in V1 ( Figure 1C right) . 71
We then performed two-photon calcium imaging of LGN axons 50-400 µm below the pia in 72 awake mouse V1 ( Figure 1D ). The imaging was done in a columnar fashion: for a given cortical 73 location, calcium signals from boutons were collected from 3 to 8 planes at different depths 74 under pia. In total, 26 volumes (158 image planes from 6 mice) were imaged and calcium 75 activity traces were extracted from 50171 regions of interest (ROIs) representing putative 76 boutons (Table S1 ). During each imaging session, we measured spatial receptive fields (RFs), 77 tuning for orientation/direction, spatial/temporal frequency (SF/TF), and spontaneous activity. 78
Many ROIs showed strong calcium activities ( Figure 1E and Video S1), significant spatial RFs 79 ( Figure 1F and S2A), and responses to gratings ( Figure 1G -H). In some experiments, aberrations 80 were reduced with adaptive optics, thereby increasing fluorescence intensity and signal-to-81 noise ratio. The response properties measured with and without adaptive optics were 82 substantially similar ( Figure S1 ), so they were pooled together. In summary, our labeling 83 strategy enabled us to selectively label LGN neurons and characterize the functional properties 84 of their axons in V1. 85
86
LGN boutons can be grouped into axons based on highly correlated activities. 87
To map individual sources of LGN inputs to V1, it is necessary to distinguish boutons that are 88 from single axons from boutons that are from different axons. In each imaging plane, there 89 were subgroups of ROIs showing highly correlated activities indicating that they were likely 90 from same axons ( Figure 1I -J, and Video S1). To identify these subgroups, we calculated an 91 event-based pairwise correlation between all pairs of boutons, followed by a hierarchical 92 clustering procedure (Methods, modified from Liang et al., 2018) . Overall, the clustering 93 faithfully preserved the pairwise correlation distance ( Figure 1M ) and the correlation 94 coefficients from bouton pairs within and between clusters showed non-overlapping 95 distribution ( Figure 1N ). The boutons from single clusters showed highly correlated calcium 96 activities ( Figure 1J ) and near-identical response properties ( Figure 1K -L), further confirming 97 their high likelihood of being from single axons. We found the clusters generated with full 98 calcium traces also represented the correlation structure of spontaneous activities ( Figure S3 ), 99 thus all imaging planes were processed using the full calcium traces. We use "bouton" when 100 referring to individual ROIs, "axon" to indicate bouton cluster with high temporal correlations, 101
and "unit" to refer to either entity. For each axon, we used spatially summed calcium traces 102 from all its boutons to calculate its response properties (Method). (C) GCaMP (green) and mRuby (red) expressions in a mouse prepared as in (B).
(D) Sketch of in vivo imaging setup.
(E) Mean projection of calcium activities from an example imaging plane at 400 µm below pia.
(F) The ON and OFF zscore receptive fields of the ROIs marked in (E).
(G) The averaged calcium responses of ROIs marked in (E) to different grating conditions. Only the peak TFs for each ROI are shown.
(H) The direction tuning curves of the ROIs marked in (E).
(I) Another example imaging plane at 350 µm below pia showing all active ROIs (grey) and 3 example clusters after axon grouping (colored).
(J) Calcium traces from the three marked axons. Colored traces: Traces from individual boutons. Gray traces: merged traces for the cluster. Vertical gray boxes: detected events. Numbers: mean pair-wise correlation coefficients. (N) Normalized distribution of correlation coefficients for bouton pairs within clusters and between clusters. Solid lines: data from the imaging plane in (I). Dashed lines: data from all imaging planes.
Two populations of LGN axons with distinct functional and structural properties. 106
We found no depth-dependent differences in population average of direction/orientation 107 selectivity, preferred TF, and RF strength, while preferred SF was slightly higher at greater 108 depths ( Figure S4 ). These results were consistent with a previous report (Sun et al, 2016) , but 109 did not support the prediction of depth-dependent projection of motion-sensitive inputs 110 (Seabrook et al., 2017) . We then focused our analysis on motion sensitivity and location 111 sensitivity, which are most likely to represent parallel pathways suggested by previous studies 112 ( Piscopo et al., 2013 , Suresh et al., 2016 . We found that location-sensitive boutons (boutons 113 with significant RFs, RF boutons) were more likely to have low direction selectivity than the 114 boutons without RFs (Figure 2A Do DS and RF groups differ in other aspects? We first compared the SF and TF tuning between 122 DS and RF boutons. We found that while the distribution of preferred TF and SF from RF 123 boutons spread widely across the spectrum tested, DS boutons preferred only high SFs and low 124 TFs ( Figure 2F -G, preferred SF: DS vs. RF, 0.102 ± 0.036 vs. 0.004 ± 0.063 cpd, U=188907, p<10 -125 U test). Similar results were found in axons ( Figure S5E -F). Secondly, we compared the 127 normalized population axon masks between these two groups and found that the DS axons had 128 a greater bouton spread than the RF axons ( Figure 2H -I, mean distance from bouton to axon 129 center, DS axons: 42.2 ± 27.3 µm, n=4093; RF axons: 39.7 ± 27.9 µm, n=9423; U=18121755, 130 p=1.22x10 -8 , Mann Whitney U test). Consistently, the DS axons also showed higher bouton 131 counts, greater max bouton distances, and larger axon coverage area than RF axons ( Figure S6 ). 132
These results indicate that the DS axons might have more extensive axon arbors than RF axons. 133
In summary, our data showed there are at least two separate groups of LGN inputs with one 
Depth-dependent motion direction bias in DS group 140
We next examined the preferred direction distribution of DS boutons, which strongly biased 141 towards nasal and temporal directions ( Figure S7 ) consistent with a previous report (Marshel et 142 al., 2012) . Interestingly, in a given imaging plane, the DS population was often biased towards 143 either nasal or temporal directions (e.g., the temporal direction in the example plane, Figure  144 S2B). When broken into different depths, the direction bias showed a marked trend across 145 cortical depth: it gradually switched from nasal direction at 50 µm to temporal direction at 400 146 µm ( Figure 3A ). To quantify this depth-dependent bias, we defined a metric: nasal-temporal 147 index (NTI, Figure 3B 
OFF dominance in RF group 158
Like previous reports in other species ( data. We generated population retinotopic maps for both ON and OFF RF units by pooling maps 171 from all imaging planes after alignment and normalization (Method). The pooled maps showed 172 a clear retinotopic gradient ( Figure 4C azimuth against lateral-medial locations. As expected, the regression fits better for the OFF 178 retinotopy than for the ON retinotopy ( Figure 4D ). When the same analysis was performed on 179 individual volumes, the differences between ON and OFF retinotopy were significant (except 180 the R 2 for altitude regression) and consistent with the entire population ( Figure 4E -F, n=19, ON 181 vs. OFF, standard error for altitude: 0.008 ± 0.001 vs. 0.006 ± 0.002 deg, W=37, p=0.02; 182 standard error for azimuth: 0.011 ± 0.002 vs. 0.009 ± 0.004 deg, W=31, p=0.01; R 2 for altitude: 183 0.032 ± 0.008 vs. 0.054 ± 0.029, W=51, p=0.076; R 2 for azimuth: 0.071 ± 0.012 vs. 0.105 ± 0.049, 184 W=35, p=0.016). 185
In summary, the OFF inputs in the RF group are more numerous, possess larger subfield, and 186 have less retinotopic scatter than the ON inputs. (E) and (F) ON vs. OFF regression standard error of estimate and R 2 for each imaged volume, respectively.
Axon counts underlie functional specific bouton distribution 190
Finally, we asked what structure principle can give rise to the motion direction bias in DS 191 boutons and the OFF dominance in RF boutons. One possibility is that axons with different 192 functions might have different number of boutons ("bouton model", Figure S10A and D, left). This study systematically investigated the functional properties and the spatial distributions of 204 feedforward LGN axons in V1 with unprecedented labeling specificity. We showed the motion-205 sensitive (DS) axons and location-sensitive (RF) axons represent two major functional types that 206 were largely distinct, with only ~5% of units falling between groups ( Figure 2C and S5C) . 207
Compared to the RF axons, the DS axons preferred low temporal and high spatial frequencies 208 and had a wider bouton spread. Furthermore, although neither type had depth-dependent 209 distribution in V1, the DS group showed a depth-dependent bias in motion direction preference 210 while the RF group showed a depth-independent OFF dominance. These findings support the 211 notion that, in the thalamocortical projections of the mouse visual system, there are 212 functionally and structurally distinct parallel pathways. 213
214
LGN specific labeling 215
We found that Vipr2-IRES-Cre-neo mice allow superior specificity in LGN labeling than wildtype 216 2020) we used to map the spatial RF is effective if the unit responds to brief small flashes, but 246 will perform poorly if the unit responds best to larger or more spatially structured stimuli, or 247 requires a longer temporal duration. Nonetheless, our conclusions about parallel pathways are 248 unlikely to be undermined because (1) a previous study with more structured mapping stimuli 249 Figure 2C , Table S1 ). 256
When pooling all our DS units together, the preferred directions strongly bias towards the nasal 257 and temporal directions ( Figure S7 The axon morphology estimates of this study were performed on single two-photon imaging 279 planes (~ 190 x 190 µm in the XY plane and a few microns in Z). Given that the arbor of an LGN 280 axon in V1 can be more than 500 µm in all three dimensions (Antonini et al., 1999) , our 281 measurements were substantially incomplete. We reasoned that, with such crude 282 measurements, any subtle differences in axon morphology would fail to reach significance. 283
However, to our surprise, the DS axons and RF axons showed significant differences 284 consistently across all morphology measurements ( Figure 2H-I and S6 ). This indicates that there 285 should be dramatic differences between DS and RF axons in their full morphology, but further 286 studies are needed to fully characterize the anatomical differences between the two 287 physiological types. 288
Methods
290
Surgery and animal preparation 291
In total, six Vipr2-IRES2-Cre-neo mice (3 male, 3 female) were used in this study. The surgery 292 included a stereotaxic viral injection and a cranial window/head-plate implantation. During the 293 injection, a glass pipette back-loaded with a 1:3 mixture of AAV1-CAG-mRuby (custom made 294 from plasmid addgene 107744, titer: 1.6x10 12 vg/ml) and AAV1-Syn (or CAG)-FLEX-GCaMP6s 295 (addgene: 100845-AAV1, titer 4.3x10 13 vg/ml or 100842-AAV1, titer 1.8x10 13 vg/ml, 296 respectively) was slowly lowered into left LGN (2.3 mm posterior 2.3 mm lateral from bregma, 297 2.6 mm below pia) through a burr hole. 5 minutes after reaching the targeted location, 200 nL 298 of virus mixture was injected into the brain over 10 minutes by a hydraulic nanoliter injection 299 system (Nanoject III, Drummond). The pipette then stayed for an additional 10 minutes before 300 it was slowly retracted out of the brain. Immediately after injection, a titanium head-plate and 301 a 5 mm glass cranial window were implanted over left V1 (de Vries et al., 2020; for detailed 302 protocol see Goldey et al., 2014) allowing in vivo two-photon imaging during head fixation. 303
After surgery, the animals were allowed to recover for at least 5 days before retinotopic 304 mapping with intrinsic signal during anesthesia (for detailed retinotopic protocol, see Juavinett 305 et al., 2017). After retinotopic mapping, animals were handled and habituated to the imaging 306 rig for two additional weeks (de Vries et al., 2020) before in vivo two-photon imaging. 307
All experiments and procedures were approved by the Allen Institute Animal Care and Use 308
Committee. 309
Histology 311
To characterize the Cre expression pattern, Vipr2-IRES2-Cre-neo mice were crossed with the 312 Ai14 reporter line (Madisen et al., 2010) to generate Vipr2-IRES2-Cre-neo/wt; Ai14/wt animals. 313
Mice heterozygous for both Cre and the reporter were perfused and brains collected. Briefly, 314 mice were anesthetized with 5% isoflurane and 10 ml of saline (0.9% NaCl) followed by 50 ml of 315 freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) was pumped intracardially at a flow rate of 9 316 ml/min. Brains were immediately dissected and post-fixed in 4% PFA at room temperature for 317 3-6 hours and then overnight at 4 °C. After fixation, brains were incubated in 10% and then 30% 318 sucrose in PBS for 12-24 hours at 4 °C before being cut into 50 µm sections by a freezing-sliding 319 microtome (Leica SM 2101R). Sections with LGN and V1 were then mounted on gelatin-coated 320 slides and cover-slipped with mounting media (Prolong Diamond Antifade Mounting Media, 321
P36965, ThermoFisher). 322
To verify the injection location and GCaMP expression, the brain tissues from all experimental 323 mice were collected and sectioned with a similar procedure after all imaging sessions with 324 additional steps with antibody staining to enhance the GCaMP signal before mounting and 325 coverslipping. During antibody staining, sections containing LGN and V1 were blocked with 5% 326 normal donkey serum and 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS for one hour, incubated in an anti-GFP 327 primary antibody (1:5000 diluted in the blocking solution, Abcam, Ab13970) for 48-72 hours at 328 4 °C, washed the following day in 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS and incubated in a Alexa-488 329 conjugated secondary antibody (1:500, 703-545-155, Jackson ImmunoResearch) and DAPI. 330
The sections were then imaged with Zeiss AxioImager M2 widefield microscope with a 10x/0.3 331 NA objective. Fluorescence from antibody enhanced GCaMP and mRuby3 were extracted from 332 filter sets Semrock GFP-1828A (excitation 482/18 nm, emission 520/28 nm, dichroic cutoff 495 333 nm) and Zeiss # 20 (excitation 546/12 nm, emission 608/32 nm, dichroic cutoff 560 nm), 334 respectively. 335 336
In vivo two-photon imaging 337
Following the completion of surgical recovery, retinotopic mapping, and habituation (usually 338 more than three weeks after initial surgery), thalamocortical axons from LGN labeled with 339
GCaMP6s were evident in superficial-and mid-layers (0 -500 µm) in V1 through the cranial 340 window ( Figure 1E ). We choose 8 depths for in vivo two-photon imaging (50, 100, 150, 200, 341 250, 300, 350 and 400 µm below pia). Imaging was done in a columnar fashion: at each cortical 342 location calcium activities at 3-8 depths were imaged plane-by-plane over multiple sessions 343 with a conventional 2-photon microscope or in a single session with a multi-plane 2-photon 344 microscope (described below). In both microscopes, a 16x/0.8 NA water immersion objective 345 (Nikon 16XLWD-PF) was rotated to 24 degrees from horizontal to image visual cortex using a 346 commercial rotating head (Sutter MOM). mitted light was first split by a 735 nm dichroic mirror 347 were implemented for experiments using the MOM motors. Briefly, a correction z-stack (± 50 360 µm from targeted depth, 2 µm step depth) was recorded before each imaging session and, 361 during the session, the current imaging plane was continuously compared to each plane in the 362 correction z-stack. If a drift in depth was detected, the stage was automatically adjusted to 363 compensate for the drift, thus maintaining constant imaging depth. We found this procedure 364 crucial to our experiments since the boutons are small objects and a few-micron-drift in depth 365 would result in imaging a different set of boutons. the mouse's right eye (covering 120° x 95° of monocular visual space). We displayed locally 398 sparse noise and/or full-field drifting grating in each imaging session to measure receptive fields 399 and orientation/direction/spatial and temporal frequency tuning properties, respectively. In 400 most sessions, we also displayed a five-minute full-field mid-luminance gray to measure 401 spontaneous activity. For locally sparse noise, bright and dark squares (5° x 5°) were displayed 402 in a random sequence on a grid tiling the entire monitor. At any given time, multiple squares 403 could be displayed but the minimum distance between those squares should be no less than 404 50°. Each square lasted 100 ms and in total was displayed 50 times. For drifting gratings, the 405 combinations of 12 directions (every 30°), 3 spatial frequencies (SF, 0.01, 0.04 and 0.16 cpd) 406 and 3 temporal frequencies (TF, 1, 4, 15 Hz) were displayed. Each display lasted 1 second and 407 was spaced by 1-second mean luminance grey period. In total, 3 x 3 x 12 + 1 (blank) = 109 408 conditions were randomly displayed in each iteration and the whole sequence contained 13 409 iterations. All stimuli were spherically corrected so that they were presented with accurate 410 visual angles on the flat screen . 411 412
2-photon Image preprocessing 413
The recorded two-photon movies for each imaging plane were first temporally averaged across 414 5 frames (Sutter scope) or 2 frames (DeepScope), then were motion-corrected using rigid body 415 transform based on phase correlation by a custom-written python package 416 (https://github.com/zhuangjun1981/stia/tree/master/stia, Zhuang et al., 2017) . We performed 417 motion correction on the red channel (mRuby) and applied the offsets to the green channel 418 (GCaMP). To generate regions of interest (ROIs) for boutons, the motion-corrected movies were 419 further temporally downsampled by a factor of 3 and then processed with constrained non- resulting ROI masks were normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing the standard 423 deviation. Then pixels below 3 were set to 0. These ROIs were further filtered by their size (ROIs 424 smaller than 1.225 µm 2 or larger than 12.25 µm 2 were excluded), position (ROIs within the 425 motion artifacts were excluded) and overlap (for ROIs with more than 20% overlap, the smaller 426 ones were excluded). For each retained ROI, a neuropil ROI was created as the region between 427 two contours by dilating the ROI's outer border by 1 and 8 pixels excluding the pixels within the 428 union of all ROIs. The calcium trace for each ROI was calculated by the mean of pixel-wise 429 product between the ROI and each frame of the movie, and its neuropil trace was calculated in 430 the same way using its neuropil ROI. To remove the neuropil contamination, the neuropil 431 generally low (percentage of neuropil signal that contributed to the ROIs signal: 11.5 ± 0.5%) 435 likely due to the small volume and sparse distribution of afferent axons in V1. As reported 436 previously, a high skewness is an indication of active calcium activity (Mukamel et al., 2009 , 437 Dipoppa et al, 2018 . The ROIs with skewness greater than 0.6 were defined as "active" boutons 438 and were included in the following study, while others were excluded (Table S1 ). For each 439 imaging session, a comprehensive file in Neurodata Without Borders (nwb) 1.0 format was 440 generated to store and share metadata, visual stimuli, all preprocessing results, and final 441 calcium traces using the "ainwb" package (https://github.com/AllenInstitute/nwb-442 api/tree/master/ainwb). 443
For the neuropil subtracted calcium traces with a minimum value below 1, an offset was added 444 to the whole trace so that the trace minimum was 1. This procedure ensured a positive baseline 445 for all units in the df/f calculation (below). 446 447
Bouton clustering 448
The correlation-based bouton clustering procedure was based on previously reported 449 algorithms (Liang et al., 2018) and the same procedure was performed on each imaging plane. 450
First, we detected calcium events for each active bouton in the imaging plane. The calcium 451 trace was smoothed by a gaussian filter with sigma of 0.1 seconds. Then event onsets were 452 detected as up-crosses over a threshold of 3 standard deviations above the mean. A period 3 453 seconds before and after each onset was defined as an event window and the union of all event 454 windows for a particular ROI was saved. Second, for any given pair of boutons, the union of 455 event windows from both boutons was calculated and the calcium trace within the union 456 window was extracted and concatenated for each bouton. Then a Pearson correlation 457 coefficient of the two concatenated traces was calculated for this pair. By performing this 458 procedure on every pair of active ROIs, we generated a correlation coefficient matrix for each 459 imaging plane. We found the event detection important because it confined the correlation to 460 the period only at least one bouton in the pair was active thus avoided correlating the noise 461 during the inactive period. Third, the correlation coefficient matrices were further thresholded 462 to reduce noise: the correlation coefficients for a given bouton were maintained if the 463 coefficients were larger than 0.5 or if they exceeded 3 standard deviations above the mean 464 value of all the coefficients between this bouton and all others. Otherwise, they will be set to 0. 465
Third, a hierarchy clustering was performed to a given imaging plane using "1 -thresholded 466 correlation coefficient matrix" as the distance matrix using Scipy.cluster.hierarchy library with a 467 "weighted" method 468 (https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.cluster.hierarchy.linkage.html). 469
For each imaging plane, we calculated a cophenetic correlation distance to evaluate the 470 clustering performance. Fourth, we use a threshold of 1.3 to separate clusters since ~ 1.5 shows 471 up as a relatively natural cut-off in the dendrograms. This threshold appeared somewhat 472 conservative on the clustered correlation coefficient matrix ( Figure 1M ). Fifth, after clustering, 473 each cluster was identified as a separate axon and its calcium trace was calculated as mean 474 calcium trace of all boutons belonging to this cluster, weighted by the sum of their ROI weights. 475
For each detected axon, three values were extracted to estimate the morphology: (1) bouton 476 number of this axon; (2) maximum distance among all bouton pairs belonging to this axon; (3) 477 area of the convex polygon encapsulated by all the boutons belonging to this axon. For axons 478 with only one bouton, the metrics 2 and 3 were set to be "nan" and were excluded from 479 statistical analysis. 480
To generate stacked axon mask in Figure 2H , we first selected axons with at least two boutons 481 for each group (DS axons or RF axons). Then the binary mask of each individual axon was 482 rotated and scaled into the same standard orientation (up: anterior, left: lateral) and centered 483 to its own center of mass. All centered axon masks were summed together to generate a 484 summed population axon mask for each group. Each summed population axon mask was then 485 divided by its own maximum value, generating a normalized population axon mask ( Figure 2H ). 486
Axons with both significant RF and direction selectivity were excluded from this analysis to 487 avoid double counting. 488 489
Receptive field analysis 490
We calculated the units' spatial receptive fields from their responses to the locally sparse noise 491 stimulus. For a given square flash at a particular location with a particular sign, the calcium 492 traces within a temporal window around the square onsets were extracted and aligned by the 493 square onsets. An event-triggered average trace was then calculated as the mean trace across 494 all aligned traces. The mean value of the averaged trace in the window [-0.5, 0] seconds from 495 the onset was calculated as the baseline and event-triggered df/f trace was calculated as 496 (average trace -baseline) / baseline. The response amplitude to this particular square was then 497 calculated as the mean df/f in the window [0, 0.5] second from the stimulus onset. By repeating 498 this procedure for all squares presented in locally sparse noise stimuli, a 2d amplitude map was 499 generated tiling the entire visual space covered by the monitor for each sign ("ON" from bright 500 squares and "OFF" from dark squares). From the amplitude map, a z-score map was calculated 501 by subtracting the mean and dividing the standard deviation of the entire map. The z-score map 502 was then smoothed by a Gaussian filter with a sigma of 1 pixel and upsampled by a ratio of 10 503 with cubic interpolation. The resulting map was defined as the receptive field map with a 504 resolution of 0.5 degrees. The peak value of ON and OFF receptive field map combined was 505 defined as RF strength plotted in Figure 2B and S4E. We defined a receptive field map with a 506 peak value exceeding 1.6 as having a significant spatial RF. For each significant spatial RF, an RF 507 mask was generated by thresholding either with a value of 1.6 (for maps with a peak less than 508 4) or with a value of 40% of its peak (for maps with a peak greater than 4, Zhuang et al., 2013) . 509
The RF area (plotted in Figure 4B and S9B) was calculated as the area of the binary mask after 510 thresholding. The RF center was calculated as the location of the center of mass from the 511 weighted mask after thresholding. 512
For the retinotopy analysis in Figure 4C -D, we rotated and scaled each imaging plane so that 513 they had the same orientation of cortical surface (up: anterior, down: posterior, left: lateral, 514 right: medial) with same pixel size. For each of these planes, we obtained all significant RFs 515 from boutons in this plane and calculated their centers. The population RF was then calculated 516 by summing all significant RFs and thresholding with the same steps described above. Then the 517 relative RF location of each individual RF was calculated as the vector pointing from the 518 population RF center to the individual RF center. The relative RF locations were then 519 normalized by subtracting mean and dividing by standard deviation (z-score relative RF 520 location). To generate the normalized retinotopy map for each imaging plane, the individual z-521 score relative RF locations were color-coded and plotted to the center of their boutons within 522 the rotated and scaled imaging plane. Since the retinotopy gradient is relatively uniform across 523 mouse V1 , these procedures allowed us to superimpose the normalized 524 retinotopy maps from all imaging planes together. We performed this for ON and OFF subfields 525 and altitude and azimuth separately generating four retinotopic maps with respect to each sign 526 and visual space dimension ( Figure 4C ). To quantify retinotopic gradient and scatter, we 527 performed linear regression between cortical locations and z-score relative RF locations from 528 these four superimposed retinotopic maps with relevant axis (anterior-posterior axis against 529 altitude and medial-lateral axis against azimuth, Figure 4D ). 530 531
Grating response analysis 532
The units' responses to drifting gratings were analyzed by the event-triggered average 533 procedure similar to the RF response analysis. The difference is the temporal window to 534 calculate response was [0, 1] second from the grating onsets since the duration of each grating 535 was 1 second. We first define a unit having significant responses to the drifting gratings if it 536 reached two criteria: 1) it responded to at least one grating condition with a z-score greater 537 than 3 and 2) the Oneway ANOVA analysis of df/f responses across all grating conditions 538 (including blank trials) had a p-value less than 0.01. For a unit that had a significant response to 539 gratings, its peak condition was defined as the conditions with the highest df/f response. Its 540 direction tuning curve was extracted as its df/f responses to different directions with the TF and 541 SF the same as the peak condition and, if the minimum response from this curve was below 542 zero, an offset was added to the whole curve so that the minimum was zero. Its SF and TF 543 tuning curves were extracted by a similar procedure. From direction tuning curve, we calculated 544 the global orientation index (gOSI) as 545
Where j represents different direction conditions, R represents df/f response in a given 547 direction and θ represents the direction. The preferred orientation as the angle of ∑ 2 . 548
We calculated global direction index (gDSI) as 549
And the preferred direction as the angle of ∑ . From the SF tuning curve, we calculated 551 the preferred SF as 552 = 2 ( ∑ 2 ∑ )
553
Where j represents different SF conditions. From TF tuning curve, we calculated the preferred 554 TF as 555 = 2 ( ∑ 2 ∑ )
556
Where j represents different TF conditions. For the units that did not have significant grating 557 response, all these measurements were set to be "nan". We defined a unit to be direction-558 selective if it had a gDSI greater than 0.5 and orientation-selective if it had a gOSI greater than 559 0.3. 560
For each imaging plane, we calculated a nasal-to-temporal index (NTI, see main text): 561
Where numnasal is the count of DS units that had preferred direction in the range of [-45°, 45°] 563 and numtemporal is the count of DS units that had preferred direction in the range of [135°, 225°]. 564
Only the planes with numnasal + numtemporal greater than 10 were included in the analysis. We 565 also calculated an ON-OFF index: 566
Where numON is the count of RF units that had only ON subfield and numOFF is the count of RF 568 units that had only OFF subfield. Only the planes with numON + numOFF greater than 10 were 569 included in the analysis. 570
The imaging preprocessing, nwb packaging, bouton clustering, receptive field analysis, grating 571 response analysis, and functional type classification were performed by a custom-written 572 python package "corticalmapping" 573 (https://github.com/zhuangjun1981/corticalmapping/tree/master/corticalmapping). 574 575
Statistics 576
To control the variability across imaging planes (different axon/bouton density, vasculature 577 pattern, expression level), almost all statistics were extracted from each plane and separated 578 for different functional types if necessary. For statistics that only one number can be drawn 579 from each imaging plane (bouton/axon count, NTI, etc), they were presented as mean ± 580 standard deviation. For statistics that a population distribution can be drawn from each imaging 581 plane (gDSI, gOSI, peak SF/TF, RF strength, RF area, bouton per axon, max bouton distance, 582 axon coverage area), mean for each plane was calculated first and mean ± standard error was 583 reported across imaging planes. The comparisons between different functional types within 584 imaging plane were performed by Wilcoxon rank-sum test, and comparisons between imaging 585 planes were performed by Mann-Whitney U test since the distribution of the statistics were 586 highly skewed and non-gaussian. We have verified our results of these two tests by paired t-587 test and independent t-test respectively, and they all agreed with the non-parametric tests (not 588 shown). In the main text, the significant tests were Wilcoxon rank-sum test if not specified. All 589 significance tests were two-tailed. Disorders and Stroke. We thank Dr. Roger Tsien for providing tdTomato construct. We thank 598 many staff members of the Allen Institute, especially the In Vivo Sciences team for surgeries 599 and the Manufacturing and Processing Engineering team for hardware support. We wish to 600 thank the Allen Institute for Brain Science founder, Paul G. Allen, for his vision, encouragement, 601 and support. 602 603
